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Issue 4: October 2020 

Welcome to this fourth edition of the SLIS newsletter on Continuous Professional Development (CPD) for Irish Sign language 

interpreters. If you have any suggestions for courses/articles for the next issue, please email register@slis.ie.  

Thanks,  

 

Margaret O’Connor   Sofiya Kalinova    Lucia Venturi 

Quality Development Officer  Project Officer    ISL Executive Officer 

Sign Langauge Intepreting Service (SLIS) Sign Langauge Intepreting Service (SLIS) Citizens Information Board (CIB) 

Email:margaret.oconnor@slis.ie    Email: sofiya.kalinova@slis.ie  Email: lucia.venturi@ciboard.ie 

Register Email: register@slis.ie      

 

 

 

 Register update 

 What’s been happening? – update on recent  CPD activities   

 SLIS CPD: Christopher Tester (7th Oct)  

 LinguistPD online webinar: ‘Working with agencies to achieve and maintain professional standards’ 

 Webinar: Mastering your Remote Interpreting Skills 

 Presentation by techforward: ‘Rock your social media’ 

 Teanga Article: Teresa Lynch and Romy O'Callaghan, consider issues relating to hearing interpreter 

teams, and deaf-hearing interpreter teams 

 News, articles and online resources 

 

 

 

 Working Group on the Register: We held the final meeting on the working group. The working group received 

all the updated draft papers and discussed the Registration Panel selection and composition. Concern raised 

over the short timeframe in order to get the register up and running. A list of registered interpreters will be 

up by end of Dec. However, due to time constraints, some aspects of the register development will be 

postponed/rolled out next year. These include Mentorship, Specialisation Panels and further development of 

the website and further consultation/promotion.  

 Register Development  - next steps:  

o Approval from our funders Citizens Information Board/Department of Employment and Social 

Protection for the draft Register structure and papers.    

o Advertise for the Registration Panel and appoint members  

o opening applications to interpreters  

In this issue  

Register update  

CPD Newsletter  
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o List of registered interpreters on the website (Dec).    

 

 New CIB ISL Unit: Claire Kellegher and Lucia Venturi are working together in the ISL Unit within Citizens 

Information Board (CIB) to support SLIS during the development of the Register of Irish Sign Language 

Interpreters (RISLI) and other projects to support the Deaf community and ISL interpreters.  

 

 Register Facebook/Twitter: We will be setting up a separate Register Facebook page and Twitter account - 

what this space!  

 

 RISLI? : Discussion ongoing about the new name for the Register. Current opinion is leaning towards Register 

of Irish Sign Language Interpreters (RISLI) – What do you think??  

 

 Presentation on Register: See attached a presentation on the Register presented by Margaret O’Connor at 

the recent training session ‘From College to Freelancing. As we are still waiting for approval on the register set 

up & process from our funders (CIB/Dept.), so some aspects of the registration process may change.   

 

 

 

From College to Freelancing 

On 28th September 2020 SLIS, CISLI and CIB organised a one day 

workshop ‘From College to Freelancing’ for new and not so new 

ISL/English interpreters. The aim of this workshop was to support 

professional interpreters during the transition from college to the 

workforce. Transitioning from being a student to being a professional 

freelance interpreter marks the beginning of a new journey.  

The workshop opened with the chairperson from CISLI, Amanda Mohan, welcoming the participants to CISLI and to 

the interpreting community. Amanda covered topics about effective interpreting, being a freelancer, health and safety 

and provided valuable advices when entering the field.  

Following Amanda, the Quality Development Officer (QDO) from SLIS, Margaret O’Connor, offered a presentation 

about the Register of Irish Sign Language Interpreters (RISLI). Margaret covered key points about becoming a 

registered interpreter, the Registration Panel, CPD, 

the application process and many other aspects 

related to the Register.  

This was followed by the tutor from the Chartered 

Accountants of Ireland and founder of ProTutor. The 

presentation, ‘Starting Your Own Business’, covered 

important aspects about becoming a sole trader, tax 

and legal consideration, planning and managing your 

profession and building long term value for your own 

What’s been happening? 
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business. At the end of the presentation, interpreters had the opportunity to ask questions and share concerns about 

this broad area.  

After lunch Anthony Claffey, ISL interpreter and physiotherapist, presented ‘Interpreting and Self-care’ bringing 

awareness to occupational health safety for interpreters and shared a perspective as ISL interpreter and 

physiotherapist. The workshop has been recorded and it will be available soon as a resource on the new Register 

website. We wish you all the best on your new journey! 

 

30th September - Happy International Translation Day!  

After a week of sign language celebrations, this was a good day to end September. Check out the celebrative video 

from WFD & WASLI 

 

 

 

     

The Lean Podcast’s Mini Series 

The Lean Podcast is back with new episodes on Remote Interpreting in collaboration with SLIS and Citizens Information 

Board (CIB). ISL interpreters Romy O’Callaghan and Ciara Grant have recorded three episodes which will be released 

weekly as per the description below:  

Episode 1: Interview with Ali Hetherington about ethics and boundaries in remote interpreting.  

Episode 2: Interview with Assistant Professor Robyn K. Dean regarding technical and physical effects of remote 

interpreting. 

Episode 3: Interview with Caroline McGrotty about Deaf perspective and her experience with remote interpreting.  

To listen to the Lean Podcast episodes, click The Lean Podcast (Apple Podcasts) or The Lean Podcast (Spotify) 

To watch the Lean Podcast episodes in ISL, click The Lean Podcast (YouTube). 

 

What is happening next? 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1013544892409923
https://podcasts.apple.com/ie/podcast/the-lean-podcast/id1498444204%23episodeGuid=Buzzsprout-5465638
https://open.spotify.com/show/15qJPJnqHGklo6G0EmST4p?si=5PQToBAxSACLmuTEt18srA&fbclid=IwAR1v_Glrnh-XbZxwYXHCI_yiXG7XBnaEIuCmUwPkrQ6p3O1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrwL0p2SXbPWu2CrunwD2NA
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SLIS Webinar ‘When Do You Need a Deaf Interpreter?’ by Christopher Tester 

7th Oct 6.30pm 

This webinar will explore Deaf interpreters as a professional group of interpreters who provide 

all types of interpreting services. Before we can begin to work together, we should take a step 

back and consider what it is that Deaf interpreters do and why we exist in the first place. When 

we understand what it is that Deaf interpreters do, we can then recognise when a Deaf 

interpreter should be brought in.  

 

The webinar provides the rationale, theories, and practices. Learners will engage in dialogue on the justification for 

teaming and the critical roles and contributions of team members in achieving full communication access. 

 

Christopher Tester, MSc, CDI, SC: L, is Deaf and is an actor, consultant, educator, and a qualified interpreter. He is an 

AIIC member and is WFD-WASLI Accredited International Sign interpreter. He is fluent in American Sign Language, 

British Sign Language, and International Sign. As a seasoned presenter, he specialises in workshop and seminar 

facilitation on topics (not limited to) disability rights and laws, Deaf and hard of hearing awareness, and interpreting. 

He is a former adjunct instructor for the CUNY’s ASL/English Interpreter Education Program. Additionally, he has  

interpreted for several off and on Broadway shows, National and International conferences, at the United Nations and 

specialises in legal interpreting. His current research focuses on Deaf interpreter’s work within the court of law.  

 

The webinar is scheduled for 7th October 2020 at 6:30 pm. Contact sofiya.kalinova@slis.ie to register your place.  

The workshop will be interpreted into International Sign Language and Spoken English.  

 

 
 

LinguistPD is offering a webinar on ‘Working with agencies to achieve and maintain 

professional standards’. This webinar discusses the role of agencies play in 

professionalisation of the interpreting field. During the presentation, relevant 

guidelines and standards for the provision of interpreting services are presented. 

For more information, click here. 

      Duration: 120 minutes 

Cost: from £25 

 

 

Mastering your Remote Interpreting Skills. Learn about specific challenges 

posed by remote interpreting and find out how to deal with these challenges 

efficiently. Online event. 

For more information, click here.  

Date: 14th October  

Duration: 16:00-17:30 IST 

 

Online Webinars 

(Paid  

Online Webinars (paid) 

 

mailto:sofiya.kalinova@slis.ie
https://linguistpd.co.uk/upcoming-webinars/remote-working-using-zoom-individual-tutorials-at-a-variety-of-times/
https://linguistpd.co.uk/upcoming-webinars/remote-working-using-zoom-individual-tutorials-at-a-variety-of-times/
https://linguistpd.co.uk/upcoming-webinars/remote-working-using-zoom-individual-tutorials-at-a-variety-of-times/
https://linguistpd.co.uk/recorded-webinars/working-agencies-achieve-maintain-professional-standards/
https://www.eventbrite.ie/e/mastering-your-remote-interpreting-%20skills-tickets-118894222821?aff=ebdssbonlinesearch
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Techforward talks: Rock your Social Media. Social media plays an important role in 

freelancing career and it can be a powerful tool for freelancers. This one-hour webinar is 

about how to use your social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or LinkedIn. It 

will look at how create effective content and find visual material for your posts.    

Click here to watch the video. 

 

 

 

 

Irish interpreters Teresa Lynch and Romy O'Callaghan, consider issues relating to 

hearing interpreter teams, and deaf-hearing interpreter teams. A small-scale 

investigation of team interpreting in Ireland was conducted, considering where 

interpreters are working throughout Ireland and in what settings they are operating as a team.  

You can find the article here. 

 

‘Tracking the development of critical self-reflective practice of a novice sign language interpreter: A case study’ by 

K., J., Dangerfield & Napier J., M.,. This case study demonstrated that self-reflective skills are fundamental to ensure 

that novice interpreters can progress towards and achieve expertise. By providing opportunities through internship, 

mentoring, or coaching programs, self-reflective practice can be embedded within continuing professional 

development as well as formal interpreter training, curricula. Read the article here. 

 

Maya De Wit ‘Making It Work: Applying AIIC Professional Standards to Conference Signed Language Interpreters’  

The article was published in International Journal of Interpreter Education. The article discusses the need to educate 
and raise awareness among conference signed language interpreters and their clients regarding the rights to 
demand, respectively, good working conditions and linguistic access, specifically in high-level settings. 

 

 

 

 

Pre-recorded CPD (free)  

News, Articles & Readings  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qg30fypo1TU
https://journal.iraal.ie/index.php/teanga/article/view/160
https://digitalcommons.unf.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1061&context=joi
https://journal.iraal.ie/index.php/teanga/index

